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Back Hooks 6s to make 7s 

O 

OBLAST-I OBLASTI ABILOST OBLAST, administrative division of Russia [n] 

OBLIGE-E OBLIGEE BEEGILO one that is obliged [n -S] 

OBLIGE-R OBLIGER BEGILOR one that obliges (to put in one's debt by favor or service) [n -S] 

OBTUSE-R OBTUSER BEORSTU OBTUSE, dull (mentally slow) [adj] 

OCHREA-E OCHREAE ACEEHOR OCHREA, ocrea (sheathing plant part) [n] 

OFFICE-R OFFICER CEFFIOR to furnish with officers (persons holding positions of authority) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OLEFIN-E OLEFINE EEFILNO olefin (alkene (type of chemical compound)) [n -S] 

OMENTA-L OMENTAL AELMNOT OMENTUM, fold in abdominal membrane [adj] 

OOMIAC-K OOMIACK ACIKMOO umiak (open Inuit boat) [n -S] 

OPAQUE-D OPAQUED ADEOPQU OPAQUE, to make opaque [v] 

OPAQUE-R OPAQUER AEOPQRU OPAQUE, impervious to light [adj] 

OPPOSE-R OPPOSER EOOPPRS one that opposes (to be in contention or conflict with) [n -S] 

OPTIMA-L OPTIMAL AILMOPT most desirable [adj] 

ORANGE-Y ORANGEY AEGNORY orangy (resembling or suggestive of orange) [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

ORATOR-Y ORATORY AOORRTY art of public speaking [n -RIES] 

OROGEN-Y OROGENY EGNOORY process of mountain formation [n -NIES] 

OSCULA-R OSCULAR ACLORSU pertaining to mouth [adj] 

OSMUND-A OSMUNDA ADMNOSU osmund (any of genus of large ferns) [n -S] 

OUTLIE-R OUTLIER EILORTU outlying area or portion [n -S] 

OUTRAN-G OUTRANG AGNORTU OUTRING, to ring louder than [v] 

OUTRAN-K OUTRANK AKNORTU to rank higher than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTRUN-G OUTRUNG GNORTUU OUTRING, to ring louder than [v] 

OUTSEE-N OUTSEEN EENOSTU OUTSEE, to see beyond [v] 

OUTSIN-G OUTSING GINOSTU to surpass in singing [v -SANG, -SUNG, -ING, -S] 

OUTWAR-D OUTWARD ADORTUW toward outside [adv] 

OUTWIT-H OUTWITH HIOTTUW beyond limits of [prep] 

OVERDO-G OVERDOG DEGOORV one that is dominant or victorious [n -S] 

OVULAR-Y OVULARY ALORUVY OVULE, rudimentary seed [adj] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Back Hooks 7s to make 8s 

O 

OBLIQUE-D OBLIQUED BDEILOQU OBLIQUE, to slant (to deviate from horizontal or vertical) [v] 

OBSCENE-R OBSCENER BCEENORS OBSCENE, indecent (not decent) [adj] 

OBSCURE-R OBSCURER BCEORRSU OBSCURE, dark or indistinct [adj] 

OBSERVE-R OBSERVER BEEORRSV one that observes (to look attentively) [n -S] 

OBTRUDE-R OBTRUDER BDEORRTU one that obtrudes (to thrust forward) [n -S] 

OCTUPLE-T OCTUPLET CELOPTTU group of eight related items [n -S] 

OCTUPLE-X OCTUPLEX CELOPTUX being eight times as great [adj] 

ODORIZE-R ODORIZER DEIOORRZ one that odorizes (to make odorous (having odor)) [n -S] 

OOGONIA-L OOGONIAL AGILNOOO OOGONIUM, female sexual organ in certain algae and fungi [adj] 

OOTHECA-E OOTHECAE ACEEHOOT OOTHECA, egg case of certain insects [n] 

OOTHECA-L OOTHECAL ACEHLOOT OOTHECA, egg case of certain insects [adj] 

OPAQUES-T OPAQUEST AEOPQSTU OPAQUE, impervious to light [adj] 
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OUTBURN-T OUTBURNT BNORTTUU OUTBURN, to burn longer than [v] 

OUTCAST-E OUTCASTE ACEOSTTU to cause someone to lose their caste [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OUTCHID-E OUTCHIDE CDEHIOTU to surpass in chiding [v OUTCHID, -D, -DDEN, -DING, -S] 

OUTCROW-D OUTCROWD CDOORTUW to cause to be too crowded [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTDRAW-N OUTDRAWN ADNORTUW OUTDRAW, to attract larger audience than [v] 

OUTFLOW-N OUTFLOWN FLNOOTUW OUTFLY, to surpass in speed of flight [v] 

OUTGIVE-N OUTGIVEN EGINOTUV OUTGIVE, to give more than [v] 

OUTGNAW-N OUTGNAWN AGNNOTUW OUTGNAW, to surpass in gnawing [v] 

OUTGROW-N OUTGROWN GNOORTUW OUTGROW, to grow too large for [v] 

OUTHEAR-D OUTHEARD ADEHORTU OUTHEAR, to surpass in hearing [v] 

OUTLEAP-T OUTLEAPT AELOPTTU OUTLEAP, to surpass in leaping [v] 

OUTLINE-R OUTLINER EILNORTU one that outlines (to indicate main features or different parts of) [n -S] 

OUTLIVE-R OUTLIVER EILORTUV one that outlives (to live longer than) [n -S] 

OUTRANG-E OUTRANGE AEGNORTU to surpass in range [v -D, -GING, -S] 

OUTRIDE-R OUTRIDER DEIORRTU mounted attendant who rides before or beside carriage [n -S] 

OUTSIDE-R OUTSIDER DEIORSTU one that does not belong to particular group [n -S] 

OUTSIZE-D OUTSIZED DEIOSTUZ OUTSIZE, unusual size [adj] 

OUTWEAR-Y OUTWEARY AEORTUWY to surpass in wearying [v -RIED, -ING, -RIES] 

OUTWRIT-E OUTWRITE EIORTTUW to write better than [v OUTWRIT, -ROTE, -TTEN, -TING, -S] 

OVERAGE-D OVERAGED ADEEGORV too old to be useful [adj] 

OVERDYE-R OVERDYER DEEORRVY one that overdyes (to dye with too much color) [n -S] 

OVERMAN-Y OVERMANY AEMNORVY too many [adj] 

OVERRAN-K OVERRANK AEKNORRV too luxuriant in growth [adj] 

OVERSEE-D OVERSEED DEEEORSV to seed to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERSEE-N OVERSEEN EEENORSV OVERSEE, to watch over and direct [v] 

OVERSEE-R OVERSEER EEEORRSV one that oversees (to watch over and direct) [n -S] 

OVERSEW-N OVERSEWN EENORSVW OVERSEW, to overhand (to sew with short, vertical stitches) [v] 

OXIDISE-R OXIDISER DEIIORSX oxidizer (oxidant (oxidizing agent)) [n -S] 

OXIDIZE-R OXIDIZER DEIIORXZ oxidant (oxidizing agent) [n -S] 

OXYPHIL-E OXYPHILE EHILOPXY organism that thrives in relatively acid environment [n -S] 

OZONISE-R OZONISER EINOORSZ producer of ozone [n -S] 

OZONIZE-R OZONIZER EINOORZZ device for converting oxygen into ozone [n -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Back Hooks 8s to make 9s 

O 

OBLIGATO-R  OBLIGATOR ABGILOORT one that obligates (to oblige (to put in one’s debt by favor or service)) [n -S] 

OBSCURES-T  OBSCUREST BCEORSSTU OBSCURE, dark or indistinct [adj] 

OBSOLETE-D  OBSOLETED BDEELOOST OBSOLETE, to make out-of-date [v] 

OCCIPITA-L  OCCIPITAL ACCIILOPT OCCIPITA, OCCIPUT, back part of skull [n -S] 

OCELLATE-D  OCELLATED ACDEELLOT OCELLATE, having ocelli (minute simple eye) [adj] 

OKEYDOKE-Y  OKEYDOKEY DEEKKOOYY OKEYDOKE, perfectly all right [adj] 

OLIGARCH-Y  OLIGARCHY ACGHILORY small group of people having control of country, organization, or institution [n -HIES] 

OPERCULA-R  OPERCULAR ACELOPRRU OPERCULA, opercules (anatomical part that serves as lid or cover) [n -S] 

OPTIMIZE-R  OPTIMIZER EIIMOPRTZ one that optimizes (to make as perfect, useful, or effective as possible) [n -S] 

OPUSCULA-R  OPUSCULAR ACLOPRSUU OPUSCULA, opuscules (minor work) [adj] 
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ORGANISE-R  ORGANISER AEGINORRS one that organises (to organize (to form into orderly whole)) [n -S] 

ORGANIZE-R  ORGANIZER AEGINORRZ one that organizes (to form into orderly whole) [n -S] 

ORTHODOX-Y  ORTHODOXY DHOOORTXY authorized or generally accepted theory, doctrine, or practice [n -XIES] 

OSTRACOD-E  OSTRACODE ACDEOORST OSTRACOD, minute freshwater crustacean [n -S] 

OUTDOORS-Y  OUTDOORSY DOOORSTUY OUTDOORS, in open air [adj] 

OUTDREAM-T  OUTDREAMT ADEMORTTU OUTDREAM, to surpass in dreaming [v] 

OUTDRIVE-N  OUTDRIVEN DEINORTUV OUTDRIVE, to drive golf ball farther than [v] 

OUTLEARN-T  OUTLEARNT AELNORTTU OUTLEARN, to surpass in learning [v] 

OUTSPOKE-N  OUTSPOKEN EKNOOPSTU OUTSPEAK, to outdo in speaking [v] 

OUTTHROW-N  OUTTHROWN HNOORTTUW OUTTHROW, to throw farther or more accurately than [v] 

OVERBLOW-N  OVERBLOWN BELNOORVW OVERBLOW, to give excessive importance to [v] 

OVERBORN-E  OVERBORNE BEENOORRV OVERBEAR, to bring down by superior weight or force [v] 

OVERBURN-T  OVERBURNT BENORRTUV OVERBURN, to burn too long [v] 

OVERCOME-R  OVERCOMER CEEMOORRV one that overcomes (to get better of) [n -S] 

OVERDRAW-N  OVERDRAWN ADENORRVW OVERDRAW, to draw checks on in excess of balance [v] 

OVERFLOW-N  OVERFLOWN EFLNOORVW OVERFLOW, to flow over top of [v] / OVERFLY, to fly over [v] 

OVERGROW-N OVERGROWN EGNOORRVW OVERGROW, to grow over [v] 

OVERHEAR-D  OVERHEARD ADEEHORRV OVERHEAR, to hear without speaker's knowledge or intention [v] 

OVERLADE-N  OVERLADEN ADEELNORV OVERLADE, to load with too great burden [v] 

OVERLEAP-T  OVERLEAPT AEELOPRTV OVERLEAP, to leap over [v] 

OVERPLAN-T  OVERPLANT AELNOPRTV to plant to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERSIZE-D  OVERSIZED DEEIORSVZ OVERSIZE, unusually large size [adj] 

OVERSLIP-T  OVERSLIPT EILOPRSTV OVERSLIP, to leave out [v] 

OVERTAKE-N  OVERTAKEN AEEKNORTV OVERTAKE, to catch up with [v] 

OVERTHIN-K  OVERTHINK EHIKNORTV to think excessively [v -HOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

OVERTURE-D  OVERTURED DEEORRTUV OVERTURE, to propose (to put forward for consideration or acceptance) [v] 

OVERWEAR-Y  OVERWEARY AEEORRVWY to weary excessively [v -RIED, -ING, -RIES] 
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